Review of Changes
Wrap up IESG Review...
Changes Since -17

• Lots of text improvements
  - Thanks Med, Eric, IESG, IANA, and others!

• **NO** design/technical changes

• Ver -29 was the IESG review version
  - Ver -31 should be available now
    • Changes from -30 in IANA Considerations
Open Items

- The term “Registrar” is problematic within the IETF
  - We will be using a different label to indicate this is NOT a DNS/Domain Registrar
    - Perhaps “DRIP Registration Agency”
    - Better ideas welcomed!
Open Items

• Lots of cans kicked down the road to drip-auth and drip-registries
  - We need to decide if any changes in those, known to date need to be kicked back up
    • e.g. DNS tree structure
    • UA’s DET HDA registration Attestation in DNS as alternative to DNSSEC
    • Drip-registries is moving to a EPP frontend
Open Items

• Or leave sleeping dogs alone…
  - Drip-registries IS still fluid.
Next Steps

• Talk to IESG this week on any remaining concerns
  - Update draft accordingly